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Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox. Change your habit to put up
or squander the moment to just talk with your close friends. It is done by your everyday, don't you feel
bored? Now, we will certainly show you the new behavior that, in fact it's an older practice to do that could
make your life much more qualified. When feeling bored of always talking with your good friends all spare
time, you could find the book qualify Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin
Knox and after that review it.

From the Publisher
Coffee industry insiders present a succinct, straightforward guide which explains just as much as readers
need to know to make sense of the specialty coffee trend and increase their drinking enjoyment, buying
confidence, and brewing performance. Includes mail-order sources for great coffees, recipes, and a coffee
taster's glossary.

From the Back Cover
Put your local coffee bar to the test with Coffee Basics!

With thousands of coffee bars and restaurants serving an endless variety of blends, roasts, and brews,
ordering a specialty coffee drink has become as daunting a task as selecting a fine wine. How can you
distinguish between great coffee and great hype? Read Coffee Basics.

Kevin Knox and Julie Sheldon Huffaker have filled this handy reference with hundreds of industry truths and
trade secrets. You'll learn the fundamentals of coffee buying, brewing, and tasting; and develop an
aficionado's ability to see beyond the expensive trappings of today's coffee explosion. You'll discover:

The basic coffee facts: its origin, history, and many varieties●

Step-by-step methods for selecting, roasting, blending, and flavoring coffee "to taste"●

A coffee taster's glossary●

Simple charts showing grind progression, relative grinding times, and regional characteristics●

The scoop on decaffeinated, organic, and espresso beans●

Specialty coffee recipes●

Lists of the best sources for beans and professional equipment●

Whether you make coffee at home or at a fine restaurant, Coffee Basics offers a bottomless cup of brewing
knowledge and drinking pleasure.

About the Author
JULIE SHELDON HUFFAKER is a writer and editor who works with the specialty coffee industry.



KEVIN KNOX, Vice President and coffee buyer for Allegro and former coffee specialist for Starbucks, is
the country's leading coffee expert.
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Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox. Negotiating with checking
out routine is no requirement. Checking out Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker,
Kevin Knox is not type of something sold that you can take or otherwise. It is a thing that will certainly
transform your life to life a lot better. It is things that will provide you many points worldwide as well as this
universe, in the real world as well as below after. As what will certainly be offered by this Coffee Basics: A
Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox, just how can you negotiate with the thing that has
many advantages for you?

As one of guide collections to propose, this Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker,
Kevin Knox has some solid reasons for you to check out. This publication is really appropriate with what you
need currently. Besides, you will certainly also like this publication Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide
By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox to review considering that this is among your referred publications to
review. When going to get something brand-new based on experience, home entertainment, as well as other
lesson, you can use this book Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox as
the bridge. Beginning to have reading habit can be gone through from various ways and also from alternative
sorts of books

In checking out Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox, now you may
not likewise do traditionally. In this contemporary age, gizmo as well as computer system will certainly
assist you a lot. This is the time for you to open up the device and stay in this site. It is the appropriate doing.
You can see the link to download this Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin
Knox below, cannot you? Just click the web link and also make a deal to download it. You could reach
purchase guide Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin Knox by on-line as well
as ready to download. It is quite various with the old-fashioned method by gong to the book store around
your city.
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Put your local coffee bar to the test with Coffee Basics!

With thousands of coffee bars and restaurants serving an endless variety of blends, roasts, and brews,
ordering a specialty coffee drink has become as daunting a task as selecting a fine wine. How can you
distinguish between great coffee and great hype? Read Coffee Basics.

Kevin Knox and Julie Sheldon Huffaker have filled this handy reference with hundreds of industry truths and
trade secrets. You'll learn the fundamentals of coffee buying, brewing, and tasting; and develop an
aficionado's ability to see beyond the expensive trappings of today's coffee explosion. You'll discover:
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Whether you make coffee at home or at a fine restaurant, Coffee Basics offers a bottomless cup of brewing
knowledge and drinking pleasure.
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From the Publisher
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need to know to make sense of the specialty coffee trend and increase their drinking enjoyment, buying
confidence, and brewing performance. Includes mail-order sources for great coffees, recipes, and a coffee
taster's glossary.
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With thousands of coffee bars and restaurants serving an endless variety of blends, roasts, and brews,
ordering a specialty coffee drink has become as daunting a task as selecting a fine wine. How can you



distinguish between great coffee and great hype? Read Coffee Basics.

Kevin Knox and Julie Sheldon Huffaker have filled this handy reference with hundreds of industry truths and
trade secrets. You'll learn the fundamentals of coffee buying, brewing, and tasting; and develop an
aficionado's ability to see beyond the expensive trappings of today's coffee explosion. You'll discover:

The basic coffee facts: its origin, history, and many varieties●

Step-by-step methods for selecting, roasting, blending, and flavoring coffee "to taste"●

A coffee taster's glossary●

Simple charts showing grind progression, relative grinding times, and regional characteristics●
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Lists of the best sources for beans and professional equipment●

Whether you make coffee at home or at a fine restaurant, Coffee Basics offers a bottomless cup of brewing
knowledge and drinking pleasure.

About the Author
JULIE SHELDON HUFFAKER is a writer and editor who works with the specialty coffee industry.

KEVIN KNOX, Vice President and coffee buyer for Allegro and former coffee specialist for Starbucks, is
the country's leading coffee expert.

Most helpful customer reviews

23 of 23 people found the following review helpful.
Great coffee book
By A Customer
This book gives a good basic understanding of what coffee is all about. I especially like the specificity of
information about coffees from different areas in the Regional Character chapter. For example, discussing
Costa Rica's two best growing areas and how the coffees differ. I also found the opinions of which coffees
are worthy of their price helpful. I read the Perfect Cup first and am glad I did because it was a good coffee
overview for me. Coffee Basics was a great second book for me because I was looking for more specific
information about coffees of each area. If I hadn't read Perfect Cup first I think the break down of info. on
each type of coffee/regional character would have been information overload for me. If you are new or
relatively new to the coffee world and are excited about learning more and more about the subtlties and
nuiances present in that cup, I highly recommend you read this book.

23 of 27 people found the following review helpful.
Covers a lot in very few words...
By Bookie the Worm
This is not exactly a great book, but then again, not exactly a bad book. It covers much about the industry of
coffee and goes over the different regions that produce coffee. It describes what is and how to brew a perfect
cup of coffee.
But I get a feeling of being rushed from one tidbit of information to the next. Just while I am almost within
grasp of a certain concept or am about to form a picture of what it is trying to say it ends there without
further detail. But it does repeat key information more than once throughout the book so you do walk away
with greater knowledge than before.
If learning about coffee was compared to eating out, this book is best suited as either an appetizer or a desert.
Appetizer to whet and get your brain ready to learn more about coffee, or as a desert, to catch up on and



review over learned knowledge.
I guess that's why it is called "Coffee Basics" after all.
"A Perfect Cup" is a better selection in that it contains more information and better elaboration although that
book is slightly dated being published in 1994. But coffee has been around way before 1994 so does it really
matter?

74 of 74 people found the following review helpful.
THE coffee bible!
By T. Consing
I have read a number of books on coffee, but Knox and Huffaker's book is simply the all-around reference on
coffee. While other book publishers include snazzy photo plates and recipes to sell their expensive books,
this book gives tons of useful information on what goes into a wonderful cup of coffee. The experience and
the passion that the authors (who are industry experts) have for the bean shows throughout. Because of this
book, I was able to significantly enhance my family and friends' coffee drinking experience. Whether you're
a novice coffee drinker or a seasoned espresso barista, this is one book that should be in your reference shelf.

See all 18 customer reviews...
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Nonetheless, checking out the book Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S Huffaker, Kevin
Knox in this website will certainly lead you not to bring the published book almost everywhere you go. Just
store the book in MMC or computer system disk as well as they are offered to review whenever. The thriving
air conditioner by reading this soft documents of the Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S
Huffaker, Kevin Knox can be introduced something brand-new habit. So now, this is time to confirm if
reading could improve your life or otherwise. Make Coffee Basics: A Quick And Easy Guide By Julie S
Huffaker, Kevin Knox it certainly function and get all benefits.
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